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I

I PURPOSE

I The over-all goal of the present program, conducted by Applied Psycho-

logical Services, is to develop a technique for evaluating the information trans-

fer characteristics of displays in display reading+ operator decision making->

control action situations. The basis of the study is the present state of the art

of Signal Corps' systems. The total program is composed of eight phases. These

[I Phase 1 Survey and development of a logic for evaluating

display-> operator decision making-> control sys-
tems and mathematical expression of the logic

Phase 2 Development of the exponents for the mathemati-
cal expression

Phase 3 First verification of technique against outside cri-! terion data

Phase 4 Application of the technique to additional repre-

sentative Signal Corps' equipments and systems

Phase 5 Determination of the uniqueness of the factors in-
cluded in the mathematical expression and appro-
priate modification of the technique

Phase 6 Study of additional factors which might enhance
the validity, reliability, and utility of the tech-
nique

Phase? 7 Preparation of a guide for users of the technique

Phase 8 Study of novel human information handling rates
and other human factors engineering problems
associated with Signal Corps' equipment and sys-
tems under research and development for the pur-
pose of enhancing the utility of the displays and
improving system effectiveness.
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I The work accomplished to date in achieving the requirements of Phases 1

I through 7 has been reported in previous reports of this series. The current

report presents the results of further work towards achieving the purposes aub-

f • sumed under Phase 6. The report presents several short methods for comput-

ing the display evaluative index derived in the course of the present program and

the results of a final study of the empirical validity of the technique.I
I
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I ABSTRACT!
Several short methods for computing the Display Evaluative Index (DEI)

are first described. The first method eliminates the requirement for calculat-

ing the values for the three factors comprising the DEL. Although the method

does not generally provide an exact value for the DEI, it does provide an approx-

S I imate value. The method is similar to linear extrapolation and is exact to the ex-

tent that the fractional changes of the variables involved are small.

A second short computational method is presented which provides exact

relative DEIs. This method uses fractional increments and is recommended for

i use in computing r'lis when: (1) only two or three variations of design are in-

volved, and (2) the increments are known.

The third method employs a digital computer for computing DEIs.

The DEI was applied to several additional Signal Corps' systems and

to hypothetical variations of these systems. The results of these applications

again suggested that the technique possesses adequate evaluative sensitivity for

distinguishing between various designs of the same system.

A final validity study indicated that the DEI possesses adequate empiri-

I ical validity.

I
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11 FACTUAL DATA I

I PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE DISPLAY EVALUATIVE INDEX (DEI) TECHNIQUE

1 The purpose of the Display Evaluative Index (DEI) technique is to provide

a quantitative measure of the effectiveness of a particular equipment design from

the information transfer point of view. The technique is applicable to situations

in which the system operator must act on information provided by the displays in

a system. The basis of the equipment evaluation is one or more tasks performed

by an equipment-operator combination. A task is essentially defined as an inte-

I grated unit of operator activity composed of a number of detailed operator actions,

g Different design variations may require the operator to perform different opera-

tions in order to achieve the same end result. For each application of the tech-

I nique, the details of the operations must be known for each design variation. The

same set of variations may give different DEI values for different task units.

Application of the index is limited to one operator equipments or to situ-

I ations in which there is minimum interaction between operators. It is further

assumed that the indicators and controls on the equipment meet minimal human

factors design standards as set forth in various human factors engineering de-

I sign guides. Thus, it is assumed that panel arrangements are reasonable, in-

I• dicators are of approved types and sizes, force and torque requirements are

met, directional expectancies are satisfied, etc. The DEI does not rate the

electronic or mechanical reliability of the equipment nor does it consider main-

t tainability. It does rate the information transfer effectiveness.

I
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I Although the DEI was designed to possess a range of values between 0

j and 1 (1 being a perfect system), any individual DEI value possesses little in-

terpretative significance. Comparison of any individual DEI value with the

DEI values of alternative designs for the same system allows a choice of the

best system from the points of view considered.

The present progress report presents several short approaches for

calculating DEIs. Additionally, this report gives the results of additional ap-

SI plication of the DEI technique to Signal Corps' systems. These systems are:

S|1. Radio Set AN/GRC-50
2. Radio Set AN/GRC-66
3. Radar Set AN/MPQ-29 (Operating Adjustments Task)

[ 4. Radar Set AN/ MPQ-29 (Target Acquisition and Radar
Tracking Task)

5. Radar Set AN/TPS-33 (Starting, Tuning, and Orienting
Equipment Task)

6. Radar Set AN/TPS-33 (Detection of Targets Task)

The report also presents the results of a study of the empirical validity of the

I DEI in its latest and complete form.

2
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FACTUAL DATA II

I SHORT COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

I In the course of the present program, the DEI technique was first de-
SI

I ~veloped in preliminary form represented as:!

I DEI = AB1/2C1/4Dl/3*
I 1

whereA 1A +w.

B l + [2 nm) +M)lB L Wj CL + ul)

E1(T - t• ) .- t•11 .<T.
C :ei i k ' i

SD 2
Q +nO0

I and

A = complexity factor w = link weight

B = directness factor n = number of indicators° I
C = critical time and information m number of controls

mismatch factor
N = number of forward links

I D = data transfer factor
(n + m) = number of used indicators and

MkJ mismatch (in digits) be- u controls connected to forward
tween elements connected links

by kth link
(n + m)t total number of indicators and

Q = actual number of indicator controls
and control parts

I T. minimum time required for

no = number of other elements 1 subtask i

t. = time allotted for subtask i
Factor E, the cost factor, is ignored in this and the subsequent discussion.
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I Following an initial series of applications of the technique, a study was

I performed into the empirical validity of the technique. As a result of the posi-

tive indications of the empirical validity data, it was decided that the technique

possessed sufficient merit to warrant further elaboration. Accordingly, an in-

tercorrelational study was performed among the factors and the technique con-

solidated and expanded to include additional concepts. As a result of this effort,

the DEI was set equal to:

(n+m) 41 T I T3 N

UexpI+ o 2M

(l + Iw) VN(n +m)(Q +n0 )1 j~ LMI 0

where:

w = link weight

n = number of indicators

m = number of controls

(n + m) = number of used indicators and controls
u

(n + m)t = total number of indicators and controls

i N = total number of information and instruction links

Q = actual number of indicator and control parts

no = number of other elements (>, >, -- ])

I i = information in digits associated'witlh an indicator or control
and associated with one transfer

E r- = sum of i for all transfers in a subtask in digits

IL -4-
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I T = total time in seconds required for all transfers in a subtask

IT1 = total time in seconds allotted to a subtask

R = product of all utilization efficiency factors R

M = information mismatch between indicator and control in digits

N = number of critical links

I Computation of DEI by the Logarithmic Differential Method

Since the computation of the DEI involves a number of arithmetric opera-

tions which may become tedious, a number of abbreviated computational tech-

niques have been derived.

In the application of the DEI to several design variations, one of the vari-

ations may be used as a basis for comparison. It is usually easier and more ac-

curate to use one variation as a reference and to describe the other variations

in terms of changes in the reference design. For example, one design variation

might possess three more "used" elements, two more weighted links, seven

more parts (Q), and three tenths digits less mismatch than the reference varia-

tion. Heretofore, the total DEI was calculated for both the reference and the

alternate design. In the method to be described, the approximate fractional

I change of the DEI is computed directly. The method is general and does not

depend on the particular form of the DEI factors.

-5



Application to the Original DEI

( The old DEI was given by the following formula:

Ii I' A B1/2C1/4D1/3

Ii Taking the natural log of each side gives:

inIi : InA +IlnB +-InC + lnD
2 4 3

[i Taking the differential of each side gives:

[dI' dA 1 dB + IC + dD

' A 2 B 4C 3D

This is known as the logarithmic differential of V. For small changes of A, B,

C, and D, the radioo represents a good approximation for the actual fractional

change of I'.

In the method to be described, A, B, C, and D will be expressed in terms

11 of their variations before taking the differential. This gives:

1 1 u2  1 -(T + M)
lnI' = in- -In -iNg + - eIn + -In

where

W = wi, u (n + m) , t (n +m), T V2(T -tk), M-= lk.

Rewriting the above yields:

lnI' -In(I +w) +lnu InN nt - n2 (T + M) + n2 - n1(Q n
2 2 2 4 3 3 0

-6-



I.Taking the differential we have:

SdI' dw + du .1 dN 1 dt 1 1 d(Q +no)

It 1+w u 2N" d Ttd (Q+no)'I
Here, dw is the change (increment) in w relative to the reference variation. If

w is greater by two over the reference variation, then dw = 2. If w is three

I less than the w of the reference variation, then dw = -3.I

Note that the value of I' need not be calculated for any variation. If it is

known, then the I' value of the present variation can be calculated by I' (1 + El,

where V is the reference value. In other words, dI' is the change (positive or

Ii negative) in the value of I' corresponding to changes of the variables of the DEL.

The following example employing the plotting and tracking task and equip-

I ment variations for the AN/FPS-56 radar described in the fourth quarterly re-

port of this series (Siegel, Miehle, and Federman, 1962) illustrates the method.

The original equipment design is used as the reference design and the previous-

ji ly described hypothetical "variation 3" is employed as the comparison design.

Variation 0 is used as reference

1 +w 145 t = 16
u 13 M = .6
N = 16 T = 0

Q+no 17 (I' = .0169)

Variation 3

Idw -. 5 dt = 2
du = 1 dM = 0
dN = 0 dT = 0

d(Q + n0 ) = 2

I -7-



dl'-1+ 1 2 1 2

= .0345 + .0769 - .0625 - .0392 .0097

12 10' (1 + ) = 0167 (1 + .0097) .0169

This DEI value of . 0169 for variation 3 is exactly the same as the value

which was previously computed by employing the total calculation.

[ For variations differing more widely from the reference, the approxi-

mate values usually may be expected to differ from the calculated DEI by a

larger amount.

This short method was applied in two different ways to variations of six

j systems and tasks and gave rankings in agreement with direct calculation of the

DEL. In case 1, the "original" system design was used as the reference and in

case 2 the "best" design, as indicated by the DEI, was used as the reference

design. In the latter case, naturally all values were negative. Ranking is

preserved despite the fact that for "poor" equipment designs, as indicated byI. dl
"the DEI,- becomes less than -1 and therefore becomes useless in computing

"I' values. However, since the design engineer is generally interested in pin-

I pointing the best design, it is of little interest actually to compute the I' value

for a poorer design.
I dI'.

It is stressed that-"•7 is not the exact value of the fractional change in

I'. The method is similar to linear extrapolation and is exact only to the extent

that the fractional changes of variables are "small. " In cases in which two

II large terms of opposite signs sum to zero, the accuracy of the method is further

! suspect.

S~8-



It is recommended that the system which is guessed as being best (be-

fore applying the DEI) be used for the reference so that the incremental values

of I' for better systems as indicated by the DEI will be more accurate.

Table 1 presents the rank order of the variations, the approximate •-'

I and the I' values when the original design was chosen as the reference for com-

parison with a number of hypothetical equipment variations. Table 2 shows the

results when the "best" variation was chosen as the reference. In each case

the results of ranking agrees with that obtained by employing the direct method.

Application of the Logarithmic Differential Method to the New DEI

[ The formula for the DEI in its latest form and without the cost factor is:

A PI 12 Si/ 4 =

(n + m) u R [TI T I T)3 N

(l (+ Z~w) V N(n + m)fi~Q + no ) ep+M. T~ 106T'

I Taking the natural log of each side:

FlnV' 1n(n+m) + lnR -ln(l+ -w) ln nN- 1 ln(m+m)
u 4 22

Taking the differential of each side:

dl' d(n + m) 1 dR d(Zw) 1 dN 1 d(n + m)t . 1 d(Q + n)
I-V 1 + Zw 2 N 2 (n+m)t 2 Q+no

Y + - - 6 =--=.• 4=0 c

il~ -"
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1 ~Table 1

Comparison of Direct and Short Calculational Results for the Old DEI
Using Original Design (Variation 0) as the Reference Design

dIf Approximate Direct Rank
Variation I' If It Order

AN/FPS-56 0 0 .01670 .0167 4
(Plotting and Tracking) 1 .1140 .01885 .0186 2

2 .2005 .02010 .0207 1
3 .0097 .01690 .0169 3

4 -. 8340 .00290 .0074 5

I AN/FPS-56 0 0 .00770 .00770 2
(Target Definition) 1 .2295 .00945 .01010 1

2 -. 0340 .00740 .00741 3
j 3 -. 5470 .00350 .00445 5

4 -. 0672 .00718 .00710 4

I AN/FPS-56 0 0 .00487 .00487 2
(Target Ranging) 1 .2260 .00596 .00637 1

2 -. 0578 .00459 .00460 3
S 3 -. 2170 .00381 .00393 5

4 -. 1640 .00408 .00420 4

[ AN/UIH-3 0 0 .00976 .00976 4
(Public Address Set) 1 .216 .01178 .01250 2

2 .488 .01450 .01760 1

[3 -. 416 .00570 .00762 5
4 .142 .01120 .01130 3

APS-251 0 0 .000220 .000220 3

(Target Assignment) 1 .133 .000250 .000260 2

2 -1.637 * .000085 4
3 .819 .000400 .000491 1

AN/MPQ-4A 0 0 .00470 .00470 3I1 1 -. 393 .00285 .00341 4
2 .248 .00587 .00615 2

"3 .360 .00640 .00708 1
4 -. 512 .00230 .00330 5

*Meaningless

-10-
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[I Table 2

Comparison of Direct and Short Calculational Results for the Old DEI
Using the "Best" Design Variation as the Reference Design

dIl Approximate Direct Rank
Variation I' I' I' Order

AN/FPS-56 0 -. 270 .0151 .0167 4
(Plotting and Tracking) 1 -. 130 .0181 .0186 2

t 2 0 .0207 .0207 1
3 -. 215 .0163 .0169 3

j4 -1.119 * .0074 5

AN/FPS-56 0 -. 317 .00690 .00770 2
(Target Definition) t 1 0 .01010 .01010 1

2 -. 389 .00618 .00740 3
3 -. 876 ** .00445 514 -. 441 .00565 .00710 4

AN/FPS-56 0 -. 317 .00435 .00487 2
(Target Ranging) t 1 0 .00637 .00637 1

2 -. 412 .00375 .00460 3
3 -.547 ** .00395 5

[ 4 -. 543 ** .00420 4

AN/UIH-3 0 -. 736 ** .00976 4
| (Public Address Set) 1 -. 365 .0112 .01250 2

t2 0 .0176 .01760 1
3 -. 980 ** .00762 5

14 -.594 **.01130 3

APS-251 0 -2.20 * .000220 3I (Target Assignment) 1 -1.99 .000260 2
2 -4.90 * .000085 4

t3 0 .000491 .000491 1

AN/MPQ-4A 0 -. 466 .00378 .00470 3
1 -1.017 *.00341 4
2 -. 157 .00597 .00615 2

t3 0 .00708 .00708 1[4 -1.121 * .00330 5

* Meaningless
** Inaccurate

" Reference Design

II-11-



L Any further differentiation of sum and product terms is not advisable

i . since it would only increase the number of terms.

From the equation, it is seen that I' improves (dV' > 0) when the following

increase: (n + m)u and R, and when the following decrease: 2Zw, N, (n + m)t

(Q + no), LZI (T, - 1), 2I (-f,) , LIIVIM, and Nc. For variations of the same sys-

tem and task a constraint will exist between the variables so that the changes

will be related. Stated alternatively, it would not be possible to change each

S variable by itself without affecting some other variable or variables. This is

a partial reason for some correlation among factors of the DEI for design vari-

ations within a task, despite the independence of the factors for arbitrarily

chosen unrelated designs.

The logarithmic differential method (for the new DEI) was applied to a

series of tasks and equipments for which DEI values were previously computed

I by the direct method. The first set of calculations (Table 3) used the original

equipment design, variation 0, as the reference. The second set (Table 4) em-

ployed the "best" design variation (highest DEI value) as the reference design.

When the best design variation is used as the reference, the other variations

dV'
necessarily will have a negative Tr value and the worst variation may even

have a value of less than -1. The absolute value is not meaningful in such a

case (when E, approaches -1) but relative values still give the same rank

order for each design considered.

An inspection of Tables 3 and 4 shows that in all but one case (APS-251,
U dl'

Table 4) the rank order calculated employing -j- agrees with that of the direct

(exact) DEI calculational method.

I 1 -12-



Table 3

Comparison of Direct and Short Calculational Results for the Final DEI
Using Original Design (Variation 0) as the Reference Design

I- dI' Approximate Direct Rank
Variation I' I' I' Order

AN/FPS-56 0 0 .00638 .00638 3
(Plotting and Tracking) 1 .059 .00676 .00675 2

2 .588 .01013 .01294 1
3 -. 130 .00555 .00564 5
4 -. 085 .00584 .00587 4

AN/FPS-56 0 0 .00479 .00479 2
(Target Definition) 1 .265 .00606 .00647 1

2 -. 132 .00416 .00420 4
3 -. 581 .00201 .00270 5
4 -. 081 .00440 .00431 3

AN/FPS-56 0 0 .00306 .00306 2
(Target Ranging) 1 .265 .00387 .00418 1

2 -. 130 .00266 .00272 3[3 -. 242 .00232 .00240 5
4 -. 189 .00248 .00259 4

IAN/UIH-3 0 0 .00381 .00381 4
(Public Address Set) 1 .339 .00510 .00575 2

2 .654 .00630 .00776 1[3 -. 033 .00368 .00370 5
4 .200 .00457 .00436 3

APS-251 0 0 .000371 .000371 3
(Target Assignment) 1 .071 .000397 .000591 2

2 -2.443 * .000104 4
3 1.341 .000869 .001402 1

AN/MPQ-4A 0 0 .00220 .00220 3L1 -. 203 .00175 .00185 4
2 .328 .00292 .00314 2
3 .528 .00336 .00391 1
4 -. 619 .00084 .00137 5

1
S~- 13 -
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Table 4

[ Comparison of Direct and Short Calculational Results for the Final DEI
Using the "Best" Design Variations as the Reference Design

I dl' Approximate Direct Rank
Variation I' I' I' Order

AN-FPS-56 0 -. 866 ** .00638 3
(Plotting and Tracking) 1 -. 770 ** .00675 2

t2 0 .01294 .01294 1
3 -1.018 * .00564 5
4 -1.004 .00587 4

AN/FPS-56 0 -. 359 .00415 .00479 2
(Target Definition) 1 0 .00647 .00647 1

2 -. 525 .00307 .00420 4
3 -.942 ** .00270 5
4 -. 502 .00322 .00431 3

FPS-56 0 -. 359 .00268 .00306 2
(Target Ranging) " 1 0 .00418 .00418 1

2 -. 523 .00199 .00272 3
3 -. 615 ** .00240 5
4 -. 616 ** .00259 4

I A]UIH-r3 0 -. 955 ** .00381 4
(Public Address Set) 1 -. 374 .00486 .00575 2

-2 0 .00776 .00776 1
3 -. 970 ** .00370 5
4 -. 755 ** .00436 3

APS-251 0 -1.630 * .000370 3
(Target Assignment) 1 -1.123 * .000591 2

2 -6.822 * .000104 4
t3 0 .001402 .001402 1

AN/MPQ-4A 0 -. 646 ** .00220 3
1 -. 914 ** .00185 4
2 -. 242 .00296 .00314 2

S3 0 .00391 .00391 1
4 -1.391 * .00137 5

* Meaningless
** Inaccurate
t Reference Design

1 - 14-1'
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[ Computation of Exact Relative DEIs by Fractional Increment Method

A second short method for calculating the DEI has also been developed.

This method gives the ratio of DEI values for a given design variation to that

Ii of a reference variation directly without calculating the individual DEI values.

The variations are then ranked in the order of decreasing ratios. The ratio for

the reference variation is obviously one without computation.

Let: (n- r.) -- au

R= b

1 + Ew : c

- N = d

j(n + m)t = g

Q+n0 = h

16 • Itl) EIMI+ 1 0

The DEI may be given by:
a4- e-k

43- -k

For the reference variation IV = ' r rr c 4u - 4g 4 -hr r r r
For a given design, let a=a r + Aa, b =b + Ab, etc., where &a is the

r r

[ change in a for a given variation. Thus, ifa ar 15 and a = 13, then a =-2, or

[ ifbr .89 andb = .95, then Ab = .06. Therefore:

4 -(k + Ak)

(a + Aa)4"(b + Ab) e ri ' :r r

(c + Ac) 4d +,&d 4 gr +Ag 4h + Ah
r r r r-15



Ii

Rewriting:

a~~ b l+ a 7ý-Y-- e -kr e-&k
r r

I c (1 + A-S V/ rr c r d/ ý'g V11 I + V h 1 +Ah
r r r r

er. (l +_+Aq/± 2 -ak

I r r r r
CV WjV (1 + - '7 J

c r dr r h r

I+ AL V-1-..!._.a- eb -Ak
I.

I' r r

I7 (++-) 1 +Ad h.,./-. ..
C rdr gr hr

[
Therefore:

(1.+ V)/7 eTAkL i.i. I'+ A' AI'a b

= r = + r r
7_ I I ).I =d 1/I .+/+ I

(1+d 1 gr hr

II

The ratioE is thus expressed as a function of fractional increments of the factors
r

and the increment of k.

This method of computation has compensating advantages when two con-

ditions hold. The first is when there are only two or three variations. Then only

one-half or two-thirds of the number of calculations must be performed. This

I saving more than compensates for the extra computations in obtaining 1+ 4a

etc. The second is when the increments are directly known.
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Rewriting:

(I a .IA-a) $ b Y1 e r er a rr"I r r r

r g r\ hr

r Cr rr gr h r

( 1 +•a+ •ja4- 1
CV'W+4 JAk(I+AC I

" \I' r r

ci r1d \/+ hc•ir +Ad l+ Ag/~ Ar d +hr

C1 + hd 4

(I' +I' a b
a- r b+ ' r r

r r r (1+ AE+ Lzg'l + h

c d gd h
r r r r

Is
The ratio f is thus expressed as a function of fractional increments of the factors

rand the increment of k.

I This method of computation has compensating advantages when two con-

*ditions hold. The first is when there are only two or three variations. Then only

* one-half or two-thirds of the number of calculations rmust be performed. This

[ saving more than compensates for the extra computations in obtaining 1 + A~a
a

L etc. The second is when the increments are directly .known.
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1 In most cases there is a slight additional advantage in that 1 + Aa etc.

I [is close to one, making table entry errors for roots unlikely. The possibilitynr F Ax Ths

also exists of using the approximations v1 + 1 1 + u--. s,

1 Ad

I Adr1 + d
dr

and

4 -ýbL=1 + 1 A,1b
b 4 br r

The logarithmic differential method is in turn an approximation of this approxi-

ItI
mati~~on. ca bexressed as anprxmto n afolowoos:[r

[iI' l.) 1Ab - k( c ld) 1 _• Ah
V (1 + .A)(i + -- )(1 - A1( - AC)(1 (I 1- _)(1 A-

4b c 2d 2 g 2hr r r r r

it Aa IAb A c i d g Ah1ii-- I 1+ -+ Ak -Ac.
I a 4 b C 2d g h
r r r r r r

+ 1 a Ab a Ak Aa Ac I Aa Ad
4a b a a c 2 a d

r r r r r

4b Ak 1 Ab Ac
4 b A 4b-cSr r r

+ sum of all triple products of Xterms[ x
+ sum of all quadruple products +
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i 1 A32a b AkAc Ad &g Ah I+
S3 r br r r gr rcA hI

If all product terms are neglected, then the result is identical with 1 +

L

TI
I
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V

FACTUAL DATA III

11 COMPUTER COMPUTATION OF THE DEI

A high speed digital computer can be employed to obtain most of the

DEI variables and to calculate the DEI itself. Employment of this technique

would not relieve the analyst of the requirement of drawing a transfer chart

and supplying the following computer input information:

II
1. a list of the equipwiAnt ludicators, their connections to

or from links, and the amount of information associ-
i ated with each link

2. a list of the equipment controls, their connections to
or from links, and the amount of information associ-
ated with each link

3. a list of the complex process "boxes, " their connections
to or from links and the information associated with

I each link

4. a list of other elements (such as> and > ) and their
connections to or from links

5. a list of time critical transfers and time allotted

I 6. the number of critical transfers, N
c

[ The computer is programmed to generate link blocks, to determine link

types (information, instruction, corroborative) and link weights, and to cal-

culate mismatches, actual time taken for a time critical transfer (T), total

1. information (I) in a time critical transfer, utilization efficiency (5, number

[ of used indicators and controls (n + n)u, total number of indicators and con-

trols (n + m)t, number of lbther elements" (n0 ), number of links (N), total

number of parts (Q), and finally the value of the DEL.

I - 19-
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A program analysis is shown in Figure 1. The DEI analyst must assign

information values to all links associated with system indicators and controls

and with complex process boxes. If certain values are not known, suitable

pseudo-data are supplied to create zero mismatch for these links. This also holds

for enabling ljAk6 which d1i dmigned zero information. The computer will cal-

culate the information associated with other links.

The logical flow chart presented as Figure 1 is in general form and may

be used as the basis for programming almost any digital computer. The follow-

Ii ing terms are used:

I entry - smallest entity of information, e. g., link

number, number of states, number of parts,j type of block

block - a set of entries relating to one object, e. g. ,

indicator block, link block

The program requires the following input data:

Indicator Block

1. identification number for each indicator

2. identification of each link FROM each indi-
cator and the associated number of digits

3. identification of each link TO each indicator

and the associated number of digits

4. number of parts

-20-
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Ii Control Block

1. identification number for each control

ii 2. identification of each link FROM each indicator

It. and the associated number of digits

3. identification of each link TO each indicator and
the associated number of digits

4. number of parts

"Other" Element Block

1. identification number for each "other" element
and its type (and, or, etc.)

L 2. identification of links FROM each complex process
"box" and the number of states or digits

13. identification of each link TO each complex pro-
cess "box" and the number of states or digitsI

Critical Time Block

1 1. number for each subtask

I 2. first and final link numbers and digits

3. other time needed (if blocks are involved)

[ 4. time allotted (T')

Critical Links

1. number

2

I.



IiI
I iOperating on these input data the computer will calculate and print-

out intermediate data values and the calculated DEl value for a given equip-

ment design in accordance with the logic of Figure 1. Intermediate vari-

[I ables calculated are:

1. l w 7.R

I 2. N 8. Z IMI

3. Q 9 I (t -1)
4. n0  10. I 3

5. (n + m)u

6. (n + m)t!t
It will be noted that the method of organizing the input data allows

f for equipment design change of an individual indicator, control or operator

I subtask without affecting other input data. Thus, by arranging each task set

of input data on a separate control deck, various proposed design changes

I can be quickly inserted while holding the rest of the design constant and the

[ effects of the design change on the DEI calculated in a matter of minutes.
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! II FACTUAL DATA IV

APPLICATION TO TWO ADDITIONAL SYSTEMS

S[ The DEI, in its revised and perfected form, has been applied to two

other Signal Corps' systems. These two field system applications which have

I. not been previously reported involve the radar setsAN/MPQ-29andAN/TPS-33.

I Radar Set AN/ MPQ-29

The radar set AN/MPQ-29 (Figure 2) is a mobile tracking and plotting

system designed to search for, track, and plot the course of airborne targets.

L- The equipment may also be used to guide aircraft for reconnaissance purposes.

I Radar information is displayed on two cathode-ray tubes, the plan position in-

dicator scope and the J scope. The operator's tasks have been analyzed in

IIterms of two different and specific aspects: (1) operating adjustments, and

(2) target acquisition and radar tracking.

The operating adjustments usually take place before employing the

equipment for tactical operation. Settings are checked on the various operat-

ing controls and reset as necessary for both optimal receiving and transmitting.

The equipment is capable of operating in several target acquisition

modes: i. e. , search, azimuth sector scan, radar deadman control, and target

I selector. For purposes of the DEI applications, only operator tasks involved

in the search mode were considered. In this mode the scanner rotates through

360 of azimuth and the elevation of the scanner can be controlled either manu-

ally or automatically.
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S~~RIGHT TRUNNION

LEFT TRUNNION

ELECTRICAL SWITCH COVER ANTENNA
CW-512/MPQ-29 AS- 1006/MPQ-29

I RADAR SET CONTROL VENTILATING-
C-2878/MPO-29 PORT COVER

I"..

LETRGTWAVEMETER CABINET

FOOTSWITCH FOOTSWITCH ME- 169/MPQ 29 CY-2614/MPO-29

RECEPTACLE RECEPTACLE

J1535 J1523

Figure 2 Radar Set ANMPQ-29
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I
Three variations of design were developed for the global task of oper-

ating adjustments and four variations were developed for the global task of tar-

get acquisition and radar tracking. These variations are purely hypothetical

Ii and should not be construed as suggestions for changing the original system

[" (Variation 0). In some instances, the variations of design would lead to less

effective systems, from the information transfer point-of-view, than the orig-

inal design. The variations of design were developed to test the sensitivity of

the DEI technique for this system.

The three design variations for the operating adjustments task are:

Variation 1 Place all unused controls and indicators
behind covers. The covers could be easily
opened by the operator if he wished access
to these indicators and controls.

[Variation 2 Combine the plan position indicator scope
and the J scope into one scope. Remove all
the J scope controls. Combine the azimuth
and elevation handwheels into one control.
The control will be similar to a joystick,
where manipulating the stick to the right
or left controls the azimuth position of the
scanner and forward or backward manipu-
lations control the elevation. Diagonal
movement would cause variation in both
azimuth and elevation. The left and right
range slew thumbbuttons will now appear on
this single control.

Variation 3 Substitute one digital voltmeter on the meter
panel for the five meters presently on the
panel. This will not involve the magnetron
frequency indicator meter. The digital volt-
meter will have a bank of four digits. All
voltage checks and operating adjustments will
be performed as they were in the original de-
sign. Similarly, the same controls will be
used and in the same manner prescribed for[I the original design.
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II
DEI Values for the Operating Adjustments Task

[j The details for the calculations of the DEI for each of the design varia-

tions and the original equipment design, along with the transfer chart for the

[I original design, are presented in Appendix A to this report. The results of

"the DEI calculations for the original design (Variation 0) and each of the hy-

pothetical variations are summarized as Table 5.

Table 5

j DEI Values for the Radar Set AN/ MPQ-29
(Operating Adjustments Task)

SI A.

I 1 Rank
I' -IL A

DEI(I') i L max Order
Variation

0 .00103 .00008 .04 3
1 .00280 .00185 1.00 1
2 .00104 .00009 .05 2
3 .00095 0 0 4

The highest ranked variation, Variation 1, removed many unused indica-

I tors and controls which were penalizing the DEI in Variation 0 by their presence.

The improvement in information transfer realized as a result cf this design vari-

ation rendered it the best of the four. Variation 2 and Variation 0 were almost

equivalent in their DEI values, and Variation 4 was ranked as the poorest of the

"I four designs.
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Design Variations for Target Acquisition and Radar Tracking

The four variations of design for the Target Acquisition and Radar Track-

ing task were:

Variation 1 Place all unused controls and indicators behind
SI covers. The covers could be easily opened by
I. the operator if he wished access to these indica-

tors and controls.' I.
Variation 2 Combine the plan position indicator scope and

the J scope iinto nOCnief p%. Riaiuve all Ulh Jt
scope controls. Combine the azimuth and eleva-
tion handwheels into one control. The control
will be similar to a joystick, where manipulating
the stick to the right or left controls the azimuthL position of the scanner and forward and backward
manipulations control the elevation. Diagonal
movement would cause variation in both azimuth
and elevation. The left and right range slew thumb-
buttons will now be combined into this single control.

[Variation 3 Substitute one digital voltmeter on the meter panel
for the five meters presently on the panel. This
will not involve the magnetron frequency indica-
tor meter. The digital voltmeter will have a bank
of four digits. All voltage checks and operating
adjustments will be performed as they were in the
original design. Similarly, the same controls will
be used and in the same manner prescribed for the
original design. I

Variation 4 To reduce or eliminate jamming on the J scope,

place the anti-jam-normal-calibrate switch in the
anti-jam position. All other adjustments will now
be performed automatically.

-28-
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DEI Values for the Target Acquisition and Radar Tracking Task

The DEI calculations for each of the four design variations and the orig-

inal design, along with the transfer chart for the original design, Variation 0,

are presented in Appendix B. The results of the calculations are presented as

- Table 6.

As with the operation adjustments task, Variation 1 was ranked the high-

Sest by the DEI technique. This variation involved the removal of all unused indi-

cators and controls.

L
Table 6

DEI Values for the Radar Set AN/ MPQ-29
(Target Acquisition and Radar Tracking Task)

D- Rank

DEI(I) i L max Order
Variation

0 .00139 0 0 5
1 .00295 .00156 1.00 1
2 .00152 .00013 .08 3
3 .00149 .00010 .06 4
4 .00188 .00049 .31 2

The fourth variation reduced the procedures involved in the process of eliminat-

I ing jamming considerably. As a result, this variation ranked second out of the

I five. According to the DEI, for this task and from the points of view considered,

each of the variations presented were improvements over the original system.

29-
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Radar Set AN/TPS-33

The AN/TPS-33 is a portable transmitter-receiver set used to search

for, detect, and track moving targets on the ground. The set possesses a maxi-

mum range of 20, 000 yards and can detect targets at any azimuth. Moving tar-

get detection involves both audio-frequency amplitude modulated signals which

are received over the operator's headset and a visual, cathode ray tube display

for a video display of targets. The auditory signals vary in frequency with speed,

direction, and type of target. The experienced operator can distinguish between

walking men and moving vehicles by the different types of sound each produces.

Different types of vehicles will produce different tones.

1i The system is capable of automatic search through 360 degrees of azi-

muth and sector scanning. In sector scan, an area varying from 30 to 140 de-

[ grees can be selectively scanned. The operator can also follow a target in

i range and azimuth by adjusting the manual controls. The AN/TPS-33 control

panels are shown in Figure 3.

The operator's tasks on this equipment have been analyzed in terms of

two separate and distinct tasks. The first task involves those functions sub-

suimed under the heading of starting, tuning, and orienting the equipment for

operation; the second task involves those functions subsumed under the global

I heading of target detection. The former task includes all the subtasks involved

in starting, adjusting, and readying the equipment for operation. The latter

I task, target detection, involves the actual tactical operation of the equipment

fi for locating and tracking moving targets on the ground.

I 1 -30 -
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Four variations of design were developed for the radar set AN/TPS-33.

[ The same variations are used for both the starting, tuning, and orienting equip-

ment task and for the target detection task. These variations are:I.
Variation 1 Remove the antenna stop bar on the control in-

dicator. Combine the strobe-manual switch
and the left-right control bar into one handwheel.
When the handwheel is at its normal position,
the radar will scan automatically; when the hand-
wheel is depressed, scanning will be under man-
ual control. Rotating the handwheel will allow

manual search.

Variation 2 Remove all meters from the panels (this in-
volves four meters) and substitute three dif-
ferently colored lights which when lighted will
provide the same information as was obtained
from the meters. Only one can be lighted at any
one time.

Variation 3 Combine the range and azimuth controls on the
control indicator into one joystick type control.
Pushing the joystick forward and backward will

jcontrol the range at which the radar is search-
ing. Pushing the joystick sideways from left to
right controls the azimuth. Diagonal movements
would result in both range and azimuth modifica-
tion.

SVariation 4 Remove the following controls from the control
indicator: antenna stop bar, 30 100 beam switch,

and left-right control bar. Instead of the two po-
sition strobe-manual switch, a target reject push-
button will be included. The antenna will auto-
matically scan an area and lock on the nearestI. moving target. The beam is automatically nar-
rowed and the range and azimuth of the moving
target is automatically indicated on their respec-

A tive indicators. After target evaluation, the oper-
ator continues scanning and moves on to the next
target by pushing a target reject pushbutton.
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Ii DEI Values for the Starting, Tuning, and Orienting Equipment Task

SThe detailed DEI calculations for each design variation for the starting,

tuning, and equipment orientation task are presented in Appendix C.

[ The results of the DEI calculations are presented as Table 7. Varia-

II tion 4 had the highest DEI value and therefore is ranked first by the DEI in the

hierarchy of design variations. This variation improved the information trans-

I fer of the system by removing three controls, five links, and one element. Since

the starting, tuning, and orienting equipment task did not include detection of

targets, the second aspect of Variation 4, that of automatically detecting and

L- tracking the target, did not affect the DEI value for this task. Variation 2 was

ranked as the poorest design variation of the five primarily because of the in-

creased information mismatch incorporated into this design by the included

light indicators. The links emanating from these indicators often terminate

I in three state controls, thus creating the mismatch. To increase the match

in the system, the controls linked to the indicators by forward links would

have to be modified to the same degree as the indicators.

[
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Table 7

SDEI Values for the Radar Set AN/ TPS-33
(Starting. Tuning, and Orienting Equipment Task)

S1Rank
DEI(I') 1 L max Order

Variation
0 .000672 .000077 .39 3
1 .000699 .000104 .53 2
2 .000595 0 0 5
3 .000597 .000002 .01 4
4 .000792 .000197 1.00 1

. DEI Values for the Detection of Targe.ts Task

I. The transfer chart and the DEI calculations for the target detection task

are presented in Appendix D. The results of the DEI calculations are presented

in Table 8.

Table 8

DEI Values for the Radar Set AN/ TPS-33
(Target Detection Task)

1 Rank

DEI(I') i L max Order
Variation

0 .00310 .00027 .15 4
1 .00343 .00060 .33 2
2 .00311 .00028 .16 3
3 .00283 0 0 5
4 .00463 .00180 1.00 1
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Here, as in the previous analysis of the AN/TPS-33, the fourth variation

was ranked first. In addition to removing certain controls, the subtask of de-

IItecting and tracking targets was made automatic. This unloaded the equipment

Soperator considerably.

Variation 3, which might on the surface appear to represent an informa-

! Ii tion transfer improvement, suffers because of a lack of compatibility between

I information presented and response requirements. Hence, the DEI is made

lower and therefore the design is evaluated as being of less merit in the dis-

play reading- operator decision making-*control action context.

L Review of DEI Applications

[ In the course of the present program, the DEI technique has been ap-

plied to a total of 58 real and hypothetical systems. The DEI has continuously

i displayed its sensitivity in quantitatively distinguishing among design varia-

tions of a system from the point of view of the information transfer required

in order to meet the goals of the system. This always involves the informa-

tion included in individual display reading- operator decision making4control

[. action links.

35
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I ,FACTUAL DATA V
I

[ •VALIDITY

Preliminary validity measures of the DEI technique were obtained on

several Signal Corps' systems and their variations and were reported in the

I: fourth quarterly report of this series (Siegel, Miehle, and Federman, 1962).

However, subsequent to that verification, the DEI was revised and expanded.

Accordingly, an additional validational study seemed warranted.

Four prominent men in the fields of human factors and information

L theory were asked to evaluate various systems and hypothetical variations of

these systems (Radio Set AN/GRC-50, Radio Set AN/GRC-66, Radar Set AN/

MPQ-29 [Operating Adjustments Task], Radar Set AN/ MPQ-29 [Target Ac-

SI quisition and Radar Tracking Task], Radar Set AN/ TPS-33 [Starting, Tuning,

and Orienting Equipment Task], and Radar Set AN/TPS-33 [Detection of Tar-

gets Task]). The four authorities involved are all recognized men in their

fields. Three are psychologists and one is an engineer. The authorities

were assembled in a conference, at which time the systems were explained.

They were then requested to rank the systems along a ten centimeter rating

scale in terms of system adeptness for information transfer.

In rating each system and its variations, the judges were first thor-

oughly familiarized with the operation of the equipment under consideration,

I along with the design details of its various indicators, controls, and required

control actions. The task of the judges was to "...indicate the relative ratings

SI -36-
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! Iof the variations of design described. Your judgment should be based on the

effectiveness of the design for allowing the operator to accomplish conversion

and transfer of information into relevant actions for the tasks. After studying

!'. the variations of design, select the variation which you feel most effective and

place its number above the point marked "HIGHEST" on the rating scale. Then

select the variation which you feel is least effective and place its number over

I -the point marked "LOWEST. " Mark the points on the line corresponding to the

remaining variations in accordance with your rating of their relative effective-

ness. Place the number of the variations above the points you mark. The dis-

I tance between two points should be in proportion to the corresponding differ-

P ence in effectiveness. If two or more variations are judged equally effective,

mark their numbers above the same point."

The individual ratings on this scale were averaged for each system and

the systems ranked hierarchically. Spearman rank order coefficients of cor-

relation between these data and the ranked data obtained from the application

of the DEI technique were obtained. The correlations are presented as Table 9.

3
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V
Table 9

Rank Order Correlations Between Authorities' Mean Ranks and the DEIs

r System and Variations Correlation

Radio Set AN/GRC-60 .68
Radio Set AN/GRC-66 .82

!. Radar Set AN/ MPQ-29 (Operating Adjustments) .80
Radar Set AN/ MPQ-29 (Target Acquisition and Radar Tracking) .60
Radar Set AN/TPS-33 (Starting, Tuning, and Orienting Equipment) .68

1 Radar Set AN/TPS-33 (Target Detection) .70

Table 9 irdicates relatively high and acceptable agreement between the

DEI calculations and the criteria. On the basis of these validity coefficients,

the contention that the DEI technique possesses merit for achieving its purpose

i - gains additional support. This validity study and the previous one, reported in

the fourth quarterly, both suggest that the purported purpose of developing a I
technique for evaluating the effectiveness of displays in systems to transfer in- j

S- formation to an operator and for the operator to act on the information has been,

to some extent achieved.

Agreement Among Authorities

There is always the possibility of some variation or inconsistency among

the opinions of experts on the merit of a particular equipment design. Various

experts may tend to emphasize different equipment design features as important

or non-important on the basis of their individual experiences. Moreover, when

a number of equipment design features are simultaneously varied, it is difficult

for any person to weight appropriately the design variations in terms of their

importance to the task of the system and to synthesize appropriately the weighted

composite into an over-all design recommendation.

I - 38-
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Intraclass coefficients of correlation were obtained on the authorities'

ranked order of the variations for each system. The correlation coefficients,

[i as presented in Table 10, denote moderate agreement among the raters' evalu-

"I ations of the effectiveness of the variations in each system studied.

I" Table 10

Intraclass Coefficients of Correlation Among Authorities

System Correlation P

Radio Set AN/GRC-50 .25 -

Radio Set AN/GRC-66 .27 -

Radar Set AN/ MPQ-29 (Operating Adjustments) .41 .05
Radar Set AN/ MPQ-29 (Target Acquisition and Radar Tracking) . 30 -
Radar Set AN/ TPS-33 (Starting, Tuning, and Orienting Equipment) .69 .01

I Radar Set AN/TPS-33 (Detection of Targets) .69 .01

The, at best, moderate agreement among judges is not a surprising re-

sult. In one sense, it may be maintained that the DEI technique agreed with the

mean expert opinion better than the experts agreed with each other.

Correlations Between the DEI and the Individual Authorities

Rank order correlations were obtained between the individual authority's

evaluations of the systems and the DEL. These correlational measures are pre-

sented in Table 11. The correlation coefficients indicate that in all but a few

I instances a positive relationship existed between the opinions of the individual

authorities and the results of the DEI technique.
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TI
CONCLUSIONS

The preceding sections of this quarterly report suggest short compu-

tational methods for obtaining the DEL. One such method is a general compu-

tational method which eliminates the calculations necessary for obtaining the :

factors of the DEL This method provides an approximate rather than an ex-

act DEI value and is similar to linear interpolation. Another computational

approach, the fractional incremental method, can be used for obtaining relative

DEIs. These values are exact rather than approximate. The method is recom-

Smended when there are only two or three variations of design and when the in-

crements are known.

It may be advantageous in certain instances to use a computer for cal-

culating DEIs. A computer procedure for calculating DEIs is outlined. Thus,

the calculations of the DEIs have been extended and developed into three new

I• methods which can be applied and used with relative ease by systems analysts.

The revised DEI was applied to several new systems and their varia-

tions. The DEI displayed its evaluative sensitivity for distinguishing between

I variations of equipment designs.

The validity study reported suggested that the DEI correlated within

acceptable limits with the criterion employed.
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S~PROGRAM FOR NEXT INTERVAL

S~During the next interval, a final report which summarizes the total

! DEI developmental program will be prepared.

Additionally, in accordance with purpose 8 of the current program,

" ~an experiment will be carried out comparing the information transfer effec-

! tiveness of visual, auditory, and electrocutaneous displays, as well as vari-

ous combinations of these information presentation modes.
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!I
I. APPENDIX A

1 1. Transfer Chart for the Original Design of the Radar Set

AN/MPQ-29 (Operating Adjustments Task)

2. DEI Calculations for the Radar Set AN/ MPQ-29 (Operating
Adjustments Task)

DEI = APS

where

P= U

4N(n + m) t(Q + n 0)

4yT1 T3 N

Explanations for the various symbols were given on page 4.
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15 SCANNER ELEVATION METER AC 1 4  LEFT RANGE-SLEW BUTTON

2 A C1 6  MANUAL FAST-MANUAL SLOW

16 SEARCH SCOPE 12

17 TRANSMITTER ON LAMP A C18 MGC-AGC

A C1 9  NUTATOR SPEED

18 TRANSMITTER READY LAMP A C2 1 POWER

METER PANEL 

7

A C21  PPI FOCUS

19 D.C. VOLTAGE METER 8- A C2 2  PPI INTENSITY

LID CRYSTAL CU RRE NT MErER A C23  FF1 RANGE KILOMETERS

11, OUR OF PERTIONCOUTERA C24  FRI-TRIGGER ADJUST
HAC 25  

PULSE WIDTH

12LINE VOLTAGE METER 0 A C2 6  RANGE HANDW.EEL

A C2 7  RANGE SERVO

113 HAG. FREQ. IND. METER 0 9 A 2dAGN

114 MAC. OR THY.C NT METER A C2 9  RECEIVER CAIN

\1A C30  RIGHT RANCE-SLEW BUTTON

S115 MODULATOR E.V. METER C -. A C3 1 SEARCH PUSHBUTTON

16 TMEAUELMI A C3 2  TRANSMITTER ON-OFF BUTTON
116 TD4PERATURE LAMP1

METER PANEL

117 TELEPHONE (RECEIVER) A C3 3  BEACON L.O. FREF

A C34 BEACON L.O. TUNE

18 17 AC% CRYSTAL CURRENT

" AC36 D.C. VOLTAGE

AC 37 LINE VOLTAGEA C38 HAG. FREA

4" A C3 9  'AG. OR THY. CURRENT

S 6 A c4 0 MODULATOR VOLTAGE

A c41  MTR sET KNOB
• FOOTSWITCHES

Figure A-I Transfer chart for Variation 0, Radar Set AN/ MPQ-29

(operating adjustments task) A C4, LEFT 0O•SITCH

A C43 RIGHT FOOTSWITCN

A C4 TELEPHONE
- 46 -
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I Variation 0

Factor A There are 11 forward links carrying a weight of 2 (links 4, 5, 13,

r !i 15, 18, 21, 22, 25, 28, 30, 31), 17 forward links with a weight of

1 (links 1, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 23, 24, 27,

32), one corroborative link with a weight of .5 (link 2), 3 links with

I zero weight (link 6, 26, 29), and one box with a weight of 4.

1 + w. = 1 +43.5 = 44.5

Factor P There are 7 indicators and 14 controls used, 31 forward links, a

total of 61 indicators and controls, 62 actual indicator and control

parts, and 4 other elements.

uI(n +m) =21

VN(n + m) t(Q+n0 = -J31(61)(62 + 4) = 124806 353. 28

IFactor S There is a mismatch of 1. 041 digits.

1 1 -1.041 -. 26T = e = .771

DEI = 21(.771) .00103D 44. 5(353. 28)

L



Variation 1

Factor A Same as Variation 0.

[ Factor P There are now a total of 21 indicators and controls and 22 actual

indicator and control parts.

I. (n + m)u 21

'/N(n + m) (Q + n0) = '31(21)(22 + 4) 130. 10
t 0

Factor S Same as Variation 0.

DEI 21(. 771) 00280
D =44. 5(130. 10)

I

I

I

S~- 48 -
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Variation 2

S[ Factor A Links 9 and 10 are eliminated. Therefore:

1 + Mw. = 1+41.5 = 42.5I

I Factor P There are 18 used indicators and controls, 19 forward links, a total

of 56 indicators and controls, 57 actual indicator and control parts,

and 4 other elements.

(n + m) = 18

4N(n + m) (Q +n) = %29(56)(57 +4) 314.74

Factor S Same as Variation 0.

DEI 18(.771) = 00104DEI =42.5(314.74) "

- 49 -
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Variation 3

Factor A Links 5 and 6 are eliminated, Thus:

1 l+Ew. = 1+41.5 = 42.5

Factor P There are 18 used indicators and controls, 34 forward links, a

total of 57 indicators and controls, 58 actual indicator and control

parts, and 3 other elements.

(n +m) 18

4N(n + m) t(Q + nd = 434(57)(58 +3) = 343.83

Factor S Same as Variation 0.

DEI 18(.771) 000951 42. 5(343. 83)

5I

- 50 -
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APPENDIX B

1. Transfer Chart for the Original Design of the Radar Set

AN/ MPQ-29 (Target Acquisition and Radar Tracking Task)

2. DEI Calculations for the Radar Set AN/MPQ-29 (TargetAcquisition and Radar Tracking Task)I i
II

I



A ADUSTRGEL INE

20 " Ac2 ANT I-JAM-NORMAL-CALIBRATE

S-- AC3  ANTENNA SERVO

12 A C4  AZIMUTH HANDNHEEL

31
2 AC3  BEACON-RADAR

A C6  ELEVATION HANDWHEEL

AC7  ELEVATION SECTOR MINIMUM

2 A C8  ELEVATION SECTOR SIZE

I IFF ON LAMP A C9 HEAT

A CI0  IFF CH BUTTON

12 J SCOPE A C11 J SCOPE FOCUS

13 POWER ON LAMP AC1 2  J SCOPE INTENSITY

14 REAY SGNL LAMP 13 A C1 3  KLY. FREQ +

14 READY SIGNAL LAMP A C1 4  LEFT RANGE-SIl t RUTTnN

I SCANNER ELEVATION METER A C15 MAG.TUNE +

C1 6  MANUAL FAST-MANUAL SLOW23 2 A C17 MFC-AC

16 SEARCH SCOPE 
2 9 C18 MGC-AGC

8 A C1 9  NUTATOR SPEED

17 TRANSMITTER ON LAMP 26 A C20 POWER

I8 TRANSMITTER READY LAMP A C2 1  PPI FOCUS

METER PANEL A C2 2  PPI INTENSITY

19 D.C. VOLTAGE METER 1 A C2 3  PPI RANGE KILOMETERS

A C2 4  PRE-TRIGGER ADJUST

I11 HOURS OF OPERATION COUNTER 0 A C2 67 AA RAN CF S AERVO EE

-A C2 7  RANGE SERVO
112 LINE VOLTAGE METER 0 1AC28 RANGING

I 1 3  MAG. FREQ. IND. METER O .A C2 9  RECEIVER GAIN

15 A C3 0  RIGHT RANGE-SLEW BUTTON

114 MAC. OR THY. CURRENT METER 0 5 A C3 1  SEARCH PUSHBUTTON

I M ODULATOR K.V. METER A C3 2  TRANSMITTER ON-OFF BUTTON
15 0t FTER PANEL

116 TEMPERATURE LAMP A BEACON LO. FREq
SA C33 BEACON L.O. TUNE

117 TELEPHONE (RECEIVER) A C34 BEACON L.O. TUNE

A C35 CRYSTAL LIURRENT34•-- A C36 D.C. VOLTAGE

A C3 7 LINE VOLTAGE

A C38 MAC. FREQ

AC 3 9  MAC. OR THY. CURRENT3'• Ac4o MODULATOR VOLTAGE
AC 41 METER SET KNOB

FOOTSJITCHES

17 A C4 2  LEFT FOOTSWITcH

AC4 3  
RIGHT FOOTSWiTCH

Figure B-I Transfer chart for Variation 0. Radar Set AN/MPQ-29
(target acquisition and radar tracking task)

-52-
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I Variation 0

Factor A There are 10 forward links carrying a weight of 2 (links 1, 2, 6, 7,

[i 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 21), and the remaining 25 links are forward

links each having a weight of 1.

1+Lw. = 1+45 46

Factor P There are 4 indicators and 25 controls used, 35 forward links, a

total of 61 indicators and controls, and 62 actual indicator and

control parts.

(nr+) = 29

1* JN(n + m)t(Q + n0 ) 35(T1)(62 + 0) = 363..83

Factor S There is a mismatch of .88 digits.

1 -. 88 - 22
.- e = e = .803

D 29(.803) =46(363.83)

II



'I
1 Variation 1

Factor A Same as Variation 0.

"Factor P There are now a total of 29 indicators and controls and 29 actual

indicator and control parts.

(n + m) 29

4N(n + m)t(Q + no) = 435(29)(29 +0) = 171.57

Factor S Same as Variation 0.

I DE 29(. 803)
46(171.57) - .00295

I
I
I

S- 54 -
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Variation 2

[Factor A Links 12 and 21 are eliminated and link 11 gets a weight of 2

instead of 1.

1+ Ew. = 1+43 = 44

Factor P There are 27 indicators and controls, 33 forward links, a total

of 56 indicators and controls, and 57 actual indicator and control

parts.

l (n + m)u 27

VN(n+m) t (Q+no 0 33(56)(57 +0) = 324. 56

I FactorS Same as Variation 0.

!DE 27(.803) 7 00152

DEI = 44(324.56 1

I 5I -5

i i
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Variation 3

I-. Factor A Same as Variation 0.

Factor P There are 29 used indicators and controls, 35 forward links, a total

of 57 indicators and controls, and 58 actual indicator and control

parts.

(n + m) 29
u

4N(n + mI)tQ + n = 435(57)(58 + 0) = 340. 16
t 0

Factor S Same as Variation 0.

29(. 803)DEI 46(340.16) 00149

I56

IL
I

S-~ 56----~--



Variation 4

Factor A Seven forward links are removed with a total weight of 8.

1 + w. = 1+37 = 38

I Factor P There are 29 used indicators and controls, 28 forward links, a

I total of 61 indicators and controls, and 62 actual indicator and

control parts.

(n + m) = 29 1I. Uu

IN(n + m)t(Q + n) 0 428(61)(62 + 0) 325. 42

Factor S Same as Variation 0.

1.

29(. 803) 00188
IDEI 38(325.42) I0"

I I
11
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I APPENDIX C

1. Transfer Chart for the Original Design of the Radar Set
AN/TPS-33 (Starting, Tuning, and Operating Equipment Task)

2. DEI Calculations for the Radar Set AN/TPS-33 (Starting, Tun-
ing, and Operating Equipment Task)

I

I - 8



CONTROL~ INDICATOR CONTROL IND~ICATOR

rACe TILT-AGC

Record tilt positionA c VOLBUM
|• 5 •Is A C4 TILT UP-DOWN

Set ran yard A C5  SECTOR SELECTORr's hi the itnown •
ov'n. agt 2 A C6 RANGE

52 531 C7 28 V ON-OFF

47 AC 9  SECTOR ALIGNMENT
3 41 A C10  AZIMUTH ALIGNMENT

...8 A C11  ANTENNA STOP BAR

Il AZIMUTH COUNTER A 1 0-10BA

12 AZIMUTH COUNTER POINTER 38 A C1 3  LEFT-RIGHT BAR

2 28' A C14  STROBE-MANUAL

13 PAM METER RANGE INDICATOR
I~-- C GA... l •IN sELCTroR

14 RANGE INDICATOR
A C16 1. F. GAIN

I5 HEADSET 4 1 AKR[| ANCE INDICATOR 50 "1, CIS SWEEP RANGE

AC 1 9 RANGE

A ,C20 INTENSITY
16 SCOPE A C2 1  VERTICAL GAIN

FREQUENCY CONVERT-R- TRANSMITTER •A C22  HORIZONTAL CENTERING

1 7 PANEL METER (MIDI) A C23  VERTICAL CENTERING

AMPLIFIER-DETECTOR-POWER SUPPLY IA 2 OU

FREQUENCY CONVERTER-TRANSMITTER

I8 VOLTAGE METER 2 C2 MEERING

GASOLINE ENGINE GENERATOR 1 C26 AFC MANUAL

19 PANEL METER 
s C27 AFC ADJUST

A C2 8  
ATTENUATOR

I10 TELEPHONE A C2 9  KLYSTRON ADJUSTMENT

AMPLIFIER-DETECTOR-POWER SUPPLY
4• 32 16 A C3 VOLUM

Measure angle of moving -• A C31 AGC

target, compute differ- 31 ____27
ence of Az readings for AC32 THRESH

determing antenna position, A C3 3  TILT UP-DOWN
14 "-A c3, METER

44 GASOLINE ENGINE GENERATOR

2 A C3 5  ENGINE ON-OFF
3 A C, OUTPUT (POWER) ON-OFTF

1  2A C3 7 CARB. ADJUST

6 A C38  CHOKE LEVER
7 13 A C39  SPEED ADJUST

5 A C40  ROPE STARTER

10 A C41  TELEPHONE

Figure C-I Transfer chart for Variation 0 Hadar Set AN TPS-33
(starting tuning and orienting equipment task)
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I I
Variation 0

Factor A There are 17 forward links with weights of 2 (links 7, 9, 10, 11,

14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 24, 30, 42, 43, 45, 46), 28 forward

links with weight of 1 (links 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 12, 13, 20, 22,

I 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 44, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51,

I 55), 10 links with zero weights (links 23, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41,

52, 53, 54), and 2 boxes.

1+ Zw. = 1+70 = 71

Factor P There are 39 used indicators and controls, 55 forward links, a

total of 52 indicators and controls, 52 actual indicator and con-

trol parts, and 6 other elements.

(n+m) =39

4N(n + m)t(Q + n0 ) = 4'55(52)(52 7 6) = 407. 28

Factor S There is a mismatch of 2.788 digits.

1 -2.788 -. 697
e= e = .498

DEI = 39(. 498) = .00067272(407.28)

-60 1



Variation 1

[ Factor A Link 8 is removed. Therefore:

I +Z.= --9 7
1 + Mw 1 + 69 70

Factor P There are 37 used indicators and controls, 54 forward links, a total

of 50 indicators and controls, a total of 50 actual indicator and con-

trol parts, and 6 other elements.

(n + m) - 37

4N(n + m)t(Q + n) 0 54(50)(50 + 6) = 388.84

Factor S The mismatch for link 31 is changed from .301 to. 176. Therefore:

1 -2. 663 -. 666Ie = e = .514

37(.514)
DEI 70(388.84) 000699

II



Variation 2

Factor A Same as Variation O.

IFactor P There are 36 used indicators and controls, 54 forward links, a total

Iof 49 indicators and controls, 51 actual indicator and control parts,

and 6 other elements.
II

(n + m) = 36

4N(n + m) (Q + n ) 454(49)(51 + 6) = 388.36t o0

Factor S The mismatch is increased from 2.788 in Variation 0 to 3. 140 as

a result of links 7, 9, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 23, 24.

1 -3. 140 -.- 785
e = e = .456

36(. 456)I 71(388.36) 0

- 62 -11



Variation 3

SI. Factor A Same as Variation 0.

Factor P There are 38 used indicators and controls, 55 forward links, a total

[ of 51 indicators and controls, 51 actual indicator and control parts,

and 6 other elements.

(n + m) 38

4N(n + m)(Q+nO) 455(51)(51 +6) = 399.86

Factor S This mismatch is increased from 2. 788 in Variation 0 to 3. 232 as

a result of links 29 and 41.

1 e-3. 232 =e-. 808 46
•e=e = .446

Sl = 38(. 446)
i• DEI 71(399.86) 000597

- 63 -
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I'
Ii Variation 4

[ Factor A Links 8, 36, 37, 38, and 46 are removed. Therefore:

1 +Ewi = 1+68 = 69

Factor P There are 37 used indicators and controls, 50 forward links, a total

of 49 indicators and controls, 49 actual indicator and control parts,

and 5 other elements.

(n + m) = 37

4N(n + m) (Q +n = 450(49)(49 + 5) = 363. 73

Factor S The mismatch is decreased from 2. 788 in Variation 0 to 2. 487 as

I a result of link 38.

1 -2. 487 -. 622-e =e = 537

37(. 537)DEI =69(363.73) 000792

64

I - 64 -
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APPENDIX D

1. Transfer Chart for the Original Design of the Radar Set
AN/ TPS-33 (Detection of Targets Task)

2. DEI Calculations for the Radar Set AN/ TPS-33 (Detection
of Targets Task)

65
1I
II
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I

CONTrRQ INDICATOR CONTROL INDICATOR

A C TILT-A
1 

C
3•2 . A c2 VOL L14

I__..I3-- C3  PANEL LIGHTf
•-42 4•-A C4 TILT UrP-DOWN

19 1ý A c5  SECTRo SELECTOR

3 AC 8  ON- STANDBY

12 AZIMUTH COUTER POINTER 4 21 A C9  SECTOR ALIGNMENT

37- A, CIO AZIMUTH ALIGNM4ENT

'~-~-~ AIII ANTENNA STOP BAR

14 RANGE INDICATOR 5A C1 2  30 - 100 BEAM

75HADE 20 A C1 3  LEFT-RIGHT BAR
1 15 HEADSET 23 8- --- 014 STROBE-MALNUAL

RANGE INDICATOR RANGE INDICATOR

A C1GAIN SELECTOR

2 "A C16 1.FM A INER

16 SCOPE

" T H40 10 A C1 8  SWEEP RANGE
17 TELEPHONE 39 11 AL C19 RANGE

30 A C2 0  INTENSITY

I A C2 1  VERTICAL GAIN
28 A C22 HORIZONTAL CENTERING

29 AC
2 3  VERTICAL CENTERING

27 At C25 TELEPHONE

Figure D- I Transfer chart for Variation 0 |{dar Set AN TPS-33
(detection of targets task)
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Variation 0

I' Factor A There are 6 double weighted links (links 1, 2, 14, 20, 26, 27), 20

single weighted links (links 3, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 21, 22, 28, 29,

30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 39, 40, 41), one corroborative link

with a weight of .5 (link 42), and 15 zero weighted links (links 4, 5,

6, 7, 8, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 23, 24, 25, 37, 38).

I 1 + E.w. = 1 + 32. 5 = 33. 5

Factor P There are 29 used indicators and controls, 41 forward links, a total

of 32 indicators and controls, 32 actual indicator and control parts,

and 5 other elements.

(n + m) =29

4N(n + m) t(Q +n ) = 441(32)(32 +5) 220.33

Factor S There is a mismatch of . 954 digits.

1 -. 954 -. 238
e e = .788

DEI = 29(.788) = 0031033.5(220.33)

- 67 -
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i Variation 0

Factor A There are 6 double weighted links (links 1, 2, 14, 20, 26, 27), 20

single weighted links (links 3, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 21, 22, 28, 29,

30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 39, 40, 41), one corroborative link

with a weight of .5 (link 42), and 15 zero weighted links (links 4, 5,

6, 7, 8, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 23, 24, 25, 37, 38).

1 +-Ew. = 1 +32.5 = 33.5

Factor P There are 29 used indicators and controls, 41 forward links, a total

of 32 indicators and controls, 32 actual indicator and control parts,

and 5 other elements.

(n + m) = 29

JN(n + m)t(Q + n0 ) = 4-41(32)(32 + 5) 220. 33

Factor S There is a mismatch of .954 digits.

1 -. 954 = 
2 3 8

4e =e =.788

DEI - 29(. 788) .00310

33. 5(220. 33)

-67-



j Factor A Links 4, 13, 37, and 38 are moved. Therefore:

1 + w. = 1 + 31.5 = 32.5

Factor P There are 27 used indicators and controls, 37 forward links, a total

of 30 indicators and controls, 30 actual indicator and control parts,

and 4 other elements.

(n + m) = 27

I VN(n + m) (Q + n -= 37(30)(30 + 4) = 194. 27t 0

Factor S The mismatches for links 16 and 20 are increased by . 250 digits

Iand the mismatch for link 8 is decreased by . 176 digits, giving a

total mismatch increase of .074.

1 -. 880 -. 220I4 e = e = .803

DIl = 27(. 803) 00343DEI = 32.5(194.27) "

I68
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II Variation 2

Factor A Link 42 is removed. Therefore:

1 _+__wi = 1 +32 = 33

Factor P There are 29 used indicators and controls, 41 forward links, a total

of 31 indicators and controls, 43 actual indicator and control parts,

and 5 other elements.

(n + m)u = 29

4N(n + m))t(Q + n) = '41(31)(34 +5)= 222. 64

Factor S Same as Variation 0.

DEI 29(. 788) .00311

S33(222.64)

69

- 69 -
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Variation 3

ri Factor A The weight of link 22 is increased from 1 to 2.

1 1+ zw. 1 +33. 5 = 34. 5

Factor P There are 28 used indicators and controls, 41 forward links, a total

of 31 indicators and controls, 31 active indicator and control parts,

and 5 other elements.

(n + m) 28
U

,N(n + mk(Q + no) = 441131)(31 + 5) = 213.91

Factor S The mismatch for link 19 is increased by . 222 digits.

1 -1. 176 e -. 294

DE 28(.745) = 0028334.5(213.91)

-70-
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Variation 4

r Factor A Links 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 15, 16, 20, 23, 24, 25, 37, and 38 are

removed for a total weight of 3; a single weight link is included

from the telephone to the target reject control.

1 + Ew. = 1+30.5 31.5

Factor P There are a total of 26 used indicators and controls, 28 forward

links, a total of 29 indicators and controls, 29 actual indicator and

control parts, and 1 other element.

F (n + m) = 26

4N(n + m) t(Q + n) = 428(29)(29 + 1) = 156. 08

Factor S Links 16 and 20 were eliminated. Therefore:

1 -. 528 -. 132
I-e = e = .876

DEI = 26(. 876) - .0046331. 5(156. 08)

-71-
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